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Abstract

In this paper we describe a low-cost flight control sys-
tem for a small (60 class) helicopter which is part of a
larger project to developan autonomous flying vehicle.
Our approach differs from that of others in not using an
expensive inertial/GPS sensing system. The primary sen-
sors forvehicle stabilization are a low-cost inertial sensor
and a pairof CMOS cameras. We describe the architecture
of our flight control system, the inertial and visualsensing
subsystems and present some control results.

1 Introduction

We use a small helicopter as an experimental testbed for
research into control using visual and inertial sensors. This
is a challenging environment due to the simultaneous needs
for low weight, low power consumption and high reliabil-
ity in the presence of extreme vibration. Our helicopter is
shown in Figure 1. It is a commercially available 60-size
radio-controlled helicopter fitted with a number of custom-
made automation system components.

Figure 1: The CMIT Experimental Autonomous Heli-
copter.

Our approach to control differs to that of many [1–4]
in that we do not employ a high performance inertial/GPS
sensor. These devices, such as the Novotel RT2 Millen-
nium and the Trimble TANS Quadrex, provide good qual-
ity information about the stateof the vehicle at 10Hz which
greatly simplifies thecontrol problem.

Our primary sensors are low-cost inertial, magnetic and
stereo vision. The first two run at 50Hz which is suffi-
cient to control the attitude of the helicopter while the latter
runs at 10Hz to facilitate velocity and position control. The
stereo vision system provides heightrelative to the ground
(unlike GPS which gives less useful absolute height) and
also speed from optical flow between consecutive frames.

Others havepursued the use of these particular sensor
modalities to helicopter control, notably Omidi [5] and
Srinivasen and Chaal [6]. Omidi’s vehicle is significantly
larger than ours and the computer technology used was
bulkier and heavier than its equivalent today. Srinivasen
etal hadthe state estimation and control algorithms running
on a ground-based computer from telemetry data, and the
demands were up-linked through a standard radio control
(RC) signal.

The remainder of the paper isorganised as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the architectureof our helicopter system,
while sections 3 and 4 describe ourlow-cost inertial sensor
and recent closed-loop control results. Section 5 describes
the vision system for height and speed estimation, while
section6 concludes.

2 System Architecture

2.1 The helicopter

Figure 1 shows the CMIT Experimental Autonomous
Helicopter. This helicopter is a commercially available
60 size radio-controlledhelicopter fitted with a number of
custom-made automation system components.
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2.2 Sensors

The helicopter is equipped with the following sensors:

1. downward-looking colour CMOS stereo camera pair,

2. forward facing colour CMOS camera,

3. full 6-dof inertial andmagnetic heading platform,

4. human pilot radio commands,

5. rotor RPMcounter and

6. battery voltage sensing.

2.3 System design

The overall system design is shown in Figure 2. All
processing is performed on-board the helicopter with a
low-speed radio modem link to a laptop computer on the
ground. This link is only used for tuning control gains and
general monitoring. There are two computer systems on-
board, theflight computer and control computer.
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Figure 2: The overall system setup.

The flight computer acts as the interface to the heli-
copter andis located in the nose. It is based on an in-
house developed dual HC12 micro-processor board. The
flight computer handles all PWM signals and also handles
AtoD, DtoA and digitalIO tasks. This brings all the heli-
copter specific wiring to a central point and hence makes
interfacing with thecontrol computer simple. The control
computer and flight computer communicate viaa standard
RS232 serial link.

A key element ofthe flight computer is an FPGA based
safety card that contains five solid-state relays for the five
servo channels. This card is designed to allow a human
test-pilot to take control quickly and easily in the event of
an emergency, or if the computer control of the helicopter
is unsatisfactory during development.

The control computer is housed in a carbon-fibre tube
mountedunderneath the helicopter. As well as provid-
ing environmental protection for the computer stack, the
carbon-fibre tube also provides very good RF shielding,
which is critical for theradio receiver. The control com-
puter is responsible for actually flying the helicopter. It is
here that the sensor data is collected, stored and processed.
The control computer isbased on PC104 and PC104-Plus
cards (Figure 3).

Figure 3: The control computer.

The software systemis based on the LynxOS real-time
operating system (LynxOS)from Lynuxworks, Inc. At the
heart of the software system is the so-called ‘store’. This is
a generic data broker that is used to exchange data within
thesystem. All sensor data can be logged to the solid-state
diskand recovered for off-line analysis.

3 Attitude Estimation

It is essential that the control system can control the at-
titude of the helicopter. This implies that the attitudeof
the helicopter must be measured some how. We decided to
use an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and compassto
perform this task. Other options include vision and mul-
tiple GPS receivers. However, these last two options are
potentially less robust and more expensive (both in terms
of hardware and cost).
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3.1 The EiMU

A prime focus of our project is to develop a low-cost
flight control system. Commercially availableIMUs of the
quality required for this application, tend to beexpensive
(US$5-10k) and heavy (approximately 500-700g). They
also tend to be ‘black boxes’ and contain proprietaryfilter-
ing algorithms. After much wasted time attempting to use
a commercial system in this high-vibration environment,
we decidedto design and build our our IMU and compass.

Our unit is known as the Embedded inertial Measure-
ment Unit, EiMU, pronounced “emu” like the bird (Fig-
ure 4). It is small in size (50mm x 50mm x 50mm) and
very lightweight (65g). It consists of a central sensor block
machinedfrom magnesium alloy to which the five iner-
tial sensors are precisely mounted. These sensors are three
Murata ENC-03J solid-state rate gyros, and two Analog
Devices dual-axisADXL202JQC accelerometers. At the
heart of the EiMU is an HC12 based micro-controller board
with both serial and Canbus interface. The final element of
the EiMU is the magnetometer board. Thiscontains three
Honeywell HMC1001/2 magnetometers.

The EiMU is mounted inthe control computer tube (un-
derneath the helicopter). It is simply vibration isolated us-
ing lightweight springs and foam dampers.

Figure 4: The EiMU.

3.2 Complementary filtering

In order to determine the attitude of the helicopter a
complementary filter was implemented for each rotational
axis (roll, pitch and heading). The idea of a complemen-
tary filter is touse the complementary features of the two
inertial sensor types to maximum effect.

Rate gyros measure the rate of rotationabout a given
axis. The angle of rotation about that axis can therefore be

calculated by integrating the angularrate. However, any
constant errors in rate measurement will also be integrated
and hence the anglemeasurement will drift. The rate of
drift depends on the qualityand temperature of the gyros
used.

Accelerometers, can be used to directly measure tilt an-
gles (roll and pitch) with respect togravity. High accu-
racy tilt measurement using thesesensors is possible in a
static environment, but impossible in the highly dynamic
and high vibration environment of a small helicopter.

The complementary filter is therefore a wayof combin-
ing the positive features of both ofthese types of sensors.
Figure 5 shows the structure ofthe complementary filter
used. The filter works by calculating anerror signal be-
tween the estimated angle (θ) anda reference angle (θre f )
calculated directly from the accelerometers. A scaled value
of this error signal is then subtracted from the raw angular
rate signal before integration. It should be noted thatthe
rate sensors measure in the body-fixed axis, while theac-
celerometers measure the tilt in the Earth-fixed axis. The
Earth-to-body Jacobian (J) and inverse Jacobian (J 1) are
used to do the co-ordinate system translations.
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Figure 5: The complementary filter.

The heading reference is determined using the three
magnetic components (X, Y and Z) inthe horizontal plane.
This requires knowledge of the roll and pitch angles. We
have chosen to use theestimated roll and pitch angles, from
the complementary filter, rather than the reference roll and
pitch angles (from the accelerometers) forthis calculation.

4 Control

4.1 Rotor speed

The amount of lift generated by the main rotor is de-
termined by the speed of rotation and the pitch (angleof
attack) of the rotor blades. In order to achieve fine control
of lift and hence height, it is desirableto maintain a fixed
rotor speed. Changes in lift arethen obtained using the col-
lective only (pitch of the main rotor blades). Changing the
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rotor speed significantly using the throttle is undesirable as
this process has an inherent and significant delay.

A throttle controller was therefore developed to main-
tain a fixed rotor speed. The controller was a PI controller
with feed forward from the collective demand. A Hall-
effect sensor was installed on the tail rotor drive pinion to
measure main rotor RPM. The flight computer was used to
count pulses and hence measures the mainrotor speed.

4.2 Attitude

Attitude control is achieved using three independent
proportionalcontrollers on each angular axis (roll, pitch
and yaw). Note that roll and pitch are controlled using
the two cyclic controls which effectively command roll
and pitch rates respectively. Simple proportional control
is therefore adequate for the task. Heading control is more
complicated however.

The yaw rate of a helicopter is controlled by adjusting
the thrust of the tail rotor, which hasthe job of counter-
acting the torque of the mainrotor while at the same time
adding (or subtracting) torque in order to rotate the heli-
copter. Most small helicopters comeequipped with a so-
called heading lock system, which is actuallya yaw rate
controller. Helicopters of this size arealmost impossible to
fly without these systems. We decided toleave the existing
yaw rate controller in place and hence in the control loop
for safety reasons. Ifour system is shutdown for any rea-
son duringtesting, the backup pilot must take over. Leav-
ing the yaw rate controller on helps withsmooth transfers
between automatic and manual control. It also allowsus to
use a simple proportional controller (like the roll and pitch
controller).

Figure 6 shows the performance of thethree controllers
during a typical flight. Note that the pilot still‘flies’ the
helicopter. His roll, pitch and yaw commands are now in-
terpreted as roll angle, pitch angle and heading angle com-
mands. These are read by the control computerand used
as the demands to the three controllers.

5 Vision

We use vision to provide estimates of vehicle height and
motion at 10Hz from images of natural undulating grassy
terrain with no artificial landmarks. The significant issues
are computational complexity and robust estimation that
can handle mismatchedfeatures. The algorithms are im-
plemented as tightly written C codeand executes in around
80ms on the helicopter’s 800MHz P3 processor.
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Figure 6: Roll, pitch and heading angle control.

5.1 Height estimation

Estimating height of the vehicle above the ground is
required for two purposes: input to the heightregulation
loop, and to scale estimated optical flow intospeed across
the ground. A more complete description of our height es-
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Figure 7: CMOS camera.

timation system is givenin [7]. Notable differences since
are the sensors and theirplacement. The Videre Design
ST1 camera head has been replacedwith two 1/3 inch in-
house color CMOS cameras (Figure 7) mounted directly
to the carbon fibre computer housing in orderto achieve a
more rigid mount and a longer baseline (305mm). We pro-
cess individual fields and after de-interlacing have a pair
of images 144 384 at 50Hz although we normally skip
fields and process at 10Hz.

The approach [7] is based onestimating correspondence
of corner features [8–10] between the left andright image.
We use approximate epipolar constraints to minimise the
search space and possible conjugate points are verified by
crosscorrelation. The resulting disparities have a number
of outliers due to incorrect matching so a clustering tech-
nique is usedto find the largest consistent set of disparities.
Results logged from the helicopter are shown in Figure 8
with disparity converted to height. The standard deviation
is that within the cluster, the lower plot shows the num-
ber of matched features (blue) and the number of features
within the cluster (green).

5.2 Motion estimation

Tracking corner features between consecutive frames
provides the raw information for velocity estimation and
odometry. Since the corners are already computed for
the stereo processwe do not have to recompute them for
motion estimation. The two subproblems are correspon-
dence and motion estimation, which are not independent.
Currently we use a simple strategyfor establishing cor-
respondence which assumes that the matching points lies
within a disk of fixed radius from a pointpredicted based
on image velocity from the previous frame(we are cur-
rently implementing this prediction based on information
obtained from the inertial sensor). Theoretically knowl-
edge of the correspondence can be used to estimate the
full 6DOF velocityscrew, for example by estimating [11]
and decomposing[11,12] the fundamental matrix. In prac-
tice we find this method to be not robust with respect to
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Figure 8: Online height results.
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Figure 9: Online image motion results.

errors introduced by relative camera motion and the non-
simultaneous pixel samplingcharacteristics of the CMOS
sensors. Figure 9 shows x-direction (forward) motion re-
sults for high speed (piloted) flight where thevelocity ex-
ceeds 100pix/frame.

Figure 10 shows how the visual information is com-
bined with inertial data ina complementary filter. The top
graph shows the x-directionacceleration (blue) with the es-
timated gravity component (green) obtained from roll and
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Figure 10: Online ground speed results.

pitch information. The difference is due to motion of the
vehicle and whenintegrated gives the signal shown in the
second graph. The third graph shows the x-direction visual
velocity as estimated above (blue) and the component due
to pitch rate (green) in pixels/frame. After multiplying by
height (obtained from stereo disparity) we obtain the visual
estimate of groundspeed, fourth graph. The bottom graph
shows the output of the complementary filter which com-
bines acceleration and visual velocityinto ground speed in
m/s. The zero velocity points correspond to turns as con-
firmed by the high values ofdθ in Figure 9.

6 Conclusion

This paper has presented a brief overview of a low-cost
flight control system for a small helicopterand presented
experimental results. The components of the flight-control
systeminclude a 6-axis inertial sensor, magnetometer and
stereo vision systemfor height and motion estimation, and
an attitude control system. The work presented is part of
an ongoing research project andwe hope in the near future
to demonstrate stable hover over a point target. The ap-
proachused differs from that of others in not using a high-
performance inertial/GPS sensor for control, and having all
computationand sensor processing onboard.

Work is also underway tomore closely integrate the vi-
sual and inertial sensors to overcome their complementary
deficiencies and to reduce the computationalrequirement
for visual motion estimation, and also to investigatelearn-
ing based control schemes.
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